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The BBCT also mentions that people have reported that bumblebees carry mites (I have occasionally noticed them) but which do not seem to affect them. The mites seem to be hitching a ride to
the next nest where they feed on debris, wax and other insects but do not feed on the bumblebees
themselves. However, if heavily infested the extra weight could affect flight and it's suggested that
a
child's
paintbrush
could
be
used
to
bush
them
off.
The following week, after the compost episode, we had another call about some bees nesting in an
outbuilding belonging to an industrial site in Pool. They had nested in a roll of carpet resting on
machinery, near to where a lot of chemicals were stored and were worrying the human workers
who routinely used the shed. These bees, too, turned out to be bumblebees and the manager wanted
to save them but insisted they were moved or the pest control people would have to be brought in.
The door had to be locked for health and safety reasons so the nest was under threat by being
enclosed in an area unsafe for them, too. It was a difficult decision but, rather than leave the
bumblebees to their fate, we carefully moved them to a site just outside the building and covered
the
carpet
nest
over
with
some
metal
sheeting
to
protect
it.
Beekeepers may not wish to get involved with bumblebee nests, as they have enough to cope with
their own hives, but if the public can be made more aware of the charming characteristics of these
insects,
we
all
win.
Val Ogden
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Addingham Gala
This was yet another successful day for the WBKA and the bee. The pitch we had on the field
was free as we had no intention of selling any bee related products. We may rethink this next
year. The purpose of the day was purely educational, and as such, the leaflets, posters and
extensive knowledge of the volunteers meant the public had their numerous and varied questions
answered. The virtual hive was a great success particularly with the children. A big thanks to all
those MOB members and David Bartlett who sweated under a very hot sun, giving of their time
and expertise. A particular thanks to Sue Dixon who has made, bought, or acquired so many
beautiful displays, pictures, collages, wax models, badges, flower arrangements, and a collection
of funny or bizarre bee artefacts that made the stand so attractive and informative.
Toni Killingray

Advertisement

CLARO BEES for all your beekeeping supplies
Very keen prices on all items. Cash or cheque only.
First and seconds quality National Hive parts, clothing, foundation, jars, spacers, tools, smokers,
medicines, straps etc all normally in stock.
Open every Saturday morning 09.00 to 12.30 April to October inclusive. or by arrangement
Tel 01423 567315

01924 252795 or 07775 119436
Behind Harrogate Arms first left after Harlow Carr Gardens, Crag Lane, Harrogate

Bee Problems

Editorial

In June a Ben Rhydding householder rang me to say that he had a bees' nest in his compost bin
which he had noticed the previous evening whilst putting in some grass cuttings. His feet and
legs had been surrounded by bees, they hadn't stung him but all the same he found it a bit
unnerving. On arrival we realised that they were bumblebees and, as we later found out, a nice
warm place such as a composting area, is a favourite place for them to nest.

Well what a fantastic year of sun and few swarms though lots of calls to tree bumble bees in
overflow pipes, nest boxes, a rabbit hutch, compost heap, a dove cote and even a call to a lime tree
so full of pollinators, it sounded like a swarm. Now the wasps
attack.

Alan and I had not had a call out to these lovely insects before and had little knowledge of what
to advise, and later wondered if other beekeepers had been put in the same position? The
householder and family were fortunately very keen not to harm their bumblebees and readily
agreed to manage without the use of their bin until the autumn when the bees would die off
naturally. The bumblebee queen is the only member of the colony to survive the winter and will
hibernate
in
the
soil
until
the
spring.
As beekeepers we may not have much to do with other nesting bees but it is useful to be able to
hand on a bit of information to worried people who are generally fascinated by honey bees and
bumblebees and want to do "the right thing". It's also interesting to be able to describe the
differences
between
them.
It was time for me to look on the Bumblebee Conservation Trust's (BBCT) website. I found that
two of the most frequently asked questions are "Do bumblebees sting?" and "Can and how do
you move them?" The site confirmed that bumblebees are rarely aggressive, do not swarm and do
not attack like honey bees and wasps. Their drones are incapable of stinging but the queen and
workers will sting, if severely threatened. They are happy if allowed to get on with what they do
best - foraging for nectar and thereby pollinating our plants, vegetables and flowers. There are
twenty-four species in the UK but only 7 types that we are likely to see in our gardens. As to
moving them, the BBCT will not move bumblebees, rather advocating doing everything to leave
them in situ. They suggest that if a pest control firm is contacted they will almost certainly
destroy the nest. Nest sites include various underground holes, such as those of rodents, bird boxes and compost sites and under garden sheds. The small numbers in a bumblebee nest (200) are
vastly
different
from
those
of
our
honeybees
(50,000).
Bumblebees don't cause damage to homes like wasps or leave a large mess but, if they do start a
nest in a very awkward situation, such as a porch, the BBCT suggests re-routeing them by a
cunning ploy. Best tackled at night when the bumblebees are calm and not flying, start by
protecting yourself with rubber gloves and a long sleeved top. You can then feed a flexible tube
of about 2cms diameter into the entrance of the nest. The gaps round the edges can be sealed with
soil and the tube pointed away from the area you wish to avoid. Leave markers nearby, like
stones or a plant pot to help the bees recognise their new entrance.
If a bumblebee nest is found in a bird box and needs to be moved, again this is best achieved after
dusk. Noting in daylight the best way to reach the nest, it is sensible to wait until the workers
have returned to the nest for the day. The use of a torch can be a useful way to see where and
what you are doing! As bumblebees don't see red light, a piece of red plastic film can be placed
over the torch light. Wear protective clothing as before and avoid breathing on the nest as this
will, apparently, alert the bees to intruders. When the colony is quiet block the entrance with
flexible foam and seal any other holes with tape. Take the box down being careful not to tip it
from the horizontal and move it to its new location - at least 5 ft/1.6m off the ground. Attach to a
non-vibrating surface and remove the bung the next day, ideally after midday.

Your committee has worked to ensure that all beginners have bees and Geoff Halsall has
co-ordinated those needing swarms with those collecting them. The educational programme
continues with members giving talks to a variety of groups from the young to old. WBKA has had
stands at the Otley Show and Addingham Gala, both generated a lot of chat about bees, both
honey and bumbles bees. The coffers of WBKA have been swelled by the proceeds of plant and
produce sales at these shows and Teas for Bees, the MOBs yearly family fun day.
Congratulations to the five members who have joined that elite group who have passed their
BBKA Basic Assessment.
We continue to engender the competitive spirit of WBKA by introducing yet another award for
the area groups to show the fruit of their bees labours. The Geoff Halsall Trophy will be awarded
to the group that shows the 3 best jars of honey. Details are in this edition of Combings together
with the other Honey Show classes. As this is the first year for the Trophy, the rules will be
reviewed for next year. So feedback to the committee will be most welcome.
After seven years as chairman, Simon Croker will be stepping down so we are
looking for
someone to lead WBKA onwards. At the AGM there will be a proposal to create the committee
positions of Membership Secretary and Education Officer, to split the current job into two and
make it less onerous. The committee is looking for new members to join them, not only for these
roles but as members without specific responsibilities but to contribute to the future of WBKA.
At the last committee meeting, it was decided to amalgamate the four local groups into two larger
ones to bolster activities and enthusiasm. However, for this Honey Show the four groups will
compete
for
the
Geoff
Halsall
Trophy
so
good
luck
to
all.
We look forward to seeing you at the AGM with your proposals for your new committee and your
entries for the Honey Show.
Toni Killingray, Anne Jones

May Combings Photo
Martin Smith asked you to identify what was happening in his photo on the front page. Actually
Martin isn’t sure but suggests that it was a big caste, or even two, in which the queen had failed to
fly, there were bees all over the ground, climbing up both flowers and meadow grass in the
garden, and about twenty settled on his car in the drive - they were there all afternoon, and then
returned to the hive at dusk. But if any member has a better explanation, please let Martin know.
(smithbenrhydd@gmail.com)

Cover Picture “Double whammy!” was sent in by Val & Alan Ogden, who were called
out to David Bartlett’s garden, he fortunately denied ownership.
Combings is the newsletter of the Wharfedale Beekeepers Association and the views expressed are
not necessarily those of the Association or editors.
Contributions from the members are always welcome and can be sent to one of the editors:
Contributions are required 3 weeks before the months of publication of December, February, May
and September in Times New Roman, 9 point font with diagrams, photos etc separately .

WBKA Events

WBKA Groups
NoW

Tues 17th September 7.30pm at Christchurch, Ilkley
“Queen Rearing Queen Breeding” Mike Rowbottom

(North of Wharfedale )
Urs Ziltener

urs.ziltener@toucansurf.com

John Chapman

jc@jchap.co.uk

WoW

Thurs Oct 24th 7.30pm, Bolton Abbey Village Hall, WBKA Honey Show and AGM.
Think ahead and prepare your jars of honey, cut comb, photographs and wax exhibits but don’t
cook your cake yet. Not only an opportunity to show off your season’s produce but also a chance
to chat and share the summer’s successes.

(West of Wharfedale)
Louise Farnell

louise.farnell@live.co.uk

Len Williams

lenwpc@tiscali.co.uk

CoW

Friday November 15th 7.00pm Skipton Golf Club WBKA Annual dinner
Good food, good company and an entertaining speaker, gold medal winner Dave Griffiths. Who
are you going to bring????

(Central Wharfedale)

Seen in the Daily Telegraph

Martin Pettitt

jmp62@live.co.uk

Martin Smith

martinsuesmith@btopenworld.com

MOB

(Menston, Otley, Burley)
Colin Pack

osscobbler@sky.com

Rob Claxton-Ingham rob@leecottage.com

Support your local group this season. It is a great forum to share your knowledge and expose your
ignorance at a local venue in an informal way.

WBKA 2013/14 SUBCRIPTIONS
Please bring your cheque book to the AGM as David Bartlett will be hoping to collect the
majority of WBKA subscriptions at this meeting. Remember your subscription includes membership of BBKA and insurance cover from BBKA. The BBKA has increased their fee by £2 so there
will be a proposition at the AGM to increase ours to cover this, as below.
Full members £32

Social £10

Professor Francis Ratnieks from Sussex University has postulated that too many colonies risk
overtaxing the nectar and pollen supply for our bees and the wild bee population, a piece of
wisdom older beekeepers sometimes passed on and one we should remember. He was referring
to urban beekeeping, adding that there is also a potential for increased spread of disease from too
many hives. He suggests more wild flower planting rather than more hives. Another way to put
it is, don't keep bees where there is not sufficient forage. But then the weather affects the amount
of forage, so it is not that simple! I'm always wary of press reports of scientific papers, which
often paraphrase and end up misquoting. It was Professor Ratnieks who apparently said "plant
ivy, it's a vital late source of food for bees." Well yes, and no. Ivy is useless until it reaches its
arborescent form, at which point it flowers, and is a great source of forage for many insects late
in the season. It is also very good at damaging mortar in walls and overloading trees, so take
care
what
you
or
your
neighbours
do
with
ivy.
Bruce Speed

THEFT ALERT
Sad to report that Carter's Lane apiary was raided on 6th September. The thief took a hive, full of
honey, and also an Association nuc. Other hives were searched and equipment put back out of
sequence but nothing else was taken.
Val Ogden- Site manager, Carter's Lane.

Teas for Bees
After what has been a lovely long hot summer, it was a shame the sun could not shine on this
annual fund raising event.

Student & juniors £15

If you cannot attend, please send you subscription to
David Bartlett, Malm House, 53 Grove Road, Ilkley, LS29 9PQ.

Congratulations to all the WBKA members who all passed the BBKA Basics examine following
mentoring by Peter Longbottom and others.
Rob Claxton-Ingham, Otley

Jenny Liston, Otley

Gill Scott, Otley

Matthew Mason, Skipton

Margaret Brown, Barnoldswick

Were MOB deterred? Certainly not and nor were the steady flow of customers to Colin Pack’s
stables to sample fine cakes, purchase bee loving plants and even stagger away under the weight of
some enormous pumpkins! Lots of children came with their parents and cooed over the baby
llamas, goats and chickens and several showed real interest in the virtual hive. The Tombola and
games were a big draw for the children. The educational display was a source of discussion with
people who seemed genuinely fascinated by bees (or is that just the beekeepers!!). People left
encouraged to do their bit for bees.
A fine day in all which raised about £550. Many thanks to Colin, Tracey, family and friends for
hosting the event again and to all the volunteers who helped and contributed to the day.
Jenny Liston

OTLEY SHOW
th

The 18 May 2013 was upon us and we were ready. The 204th Otley Show was to be an eventful
day for the WBKA. Preparations had been started a year ago and gradually as the date grew
nearer, frenetic activity from WBKA members took place. The land of milk and honey buzzed
with anticipation.
The container at Tarn Moor was raided. The elusive banner found, admired and promptly left in
Rob’s car and so travelled on holiday to Mull for a week. It returned ready to go to work. The gazeboes, tables and chairs bought by Simon’s fund raising had their first viewing on a trial erection
day at Colin’s. All looked incredible.
Contributions of a pinned mellifera exhibit, honey, wax, tools, plastic grass, flowers, jugs, plants,
leaflets, etc came flooding in.
The vision was formed. This was our team:
Colin the Van Man & Honorary Farrier for the Day, Rob the ginger bee bread Meister, whilst
wearing a onesie bee suit, Jenny the painty, stitchy and skep lady organiser, Emma and Tracey the
face paint MOB crew, Julie and Richard Plants go Buzz, Malcolm Fisher Official Skepmaster
with able Linda Skep student, Gill MOB fab assistant extraordinaire and myself Sue Whipper In
and Arty Director.
Friday night 17th May was here. A dry, balmy evening for us to erect the tents. We packed Colin’s
van, nearly skidding and crashing in the process. Jenny slipped down the slope and nearly
disappeared under it!
Peter, Julie and Richard, Colin, Jenny, Rob and I sited the tents, tables and plants on G47 pitch.
Rob the strong man and Jenny his beautiful assistant played at Britain’s Got talent fastening the top
tent tie.
We were all set........ All looked amazing. Those GAZEBOS!!!!

Wharfedale Bee Keepers Social Evening 15th November
Every year we hold a social event to give us an opportunity to get together informally and enjoy
an evening of bee talk, drinking and fine dining. The venue is Skipton Golf Club , situated on the
Skipton by-pass. Andrew , the chef, always produces a delicious three course meal including
coffee or tea . Afterwards we draw the raffle winners; you have all (willingly or forcibly)
purchased a ticket by then ! All profits obviously go to WBKA. We are grateful for any donations to the raffle - anything from a bottle of wine, a box of chocolates to bee related prizes. Then
the president Bruce Speed officially presents the Wharfedale Cup, Novice Trophy, Geoff Halsall
Trophy and Best in Show Trophy to the winners from the Honey Show.
After a break, to top up drinks, we invite someone to talk to us on a non bee related subject, we all
need a distraction from bees sometime. It also means the evening is enjoyable for friends and
family who don't share our obsession! This years speaker is the winner of a gold medal, I will say
no more, but leave you to speculate.
The bar is open all evening for you to purchase drinks. Please buy your drinks to go with your
meal promptly when you arrive, so the staff can start serving the meal at 7.30pm.
Colin Pack is organising a coach to pick up people from Otley, Menston, Burley, Ilkley and
Addingham.
More details about cost, menu choices and the speaker are on the flyer enclosed with this copy of
Combings. Can you reply with your menu choices and payment before 1st November.
Vegetarians contact me direct for details of your options.
More details about cost, menu choices and the speaker are on the flyer enclosed with this copy of
Combings.
Toni Killingray

At 6.30 am the next morning, we were off exhibiting, placing, arranging, rearranging, organising,
displaying, chatting, sticking, rethinking....admiring.
The stand looked amazing. We were ready for customers. Alas the morning was typically rainy
and damp but by lunch time the sun came out along with numerous customers and interested people. Our tent was alive and buzzing, so much interest and so much information given out. The virtual hive was admired. The actively engaging stand which was educational, fun and serious at the
same time, was truly appreciated by visitors. ‘How do I attract bees in my garden?’ ‘ Will you
come and do our show in Barnsley?’ ‘Can we have a hive at home?’ ‘I am a farmer/ landowner
please can you tell me how we site hives?’ ‘What about the neo nics situation?’ ‘What is the difference between the bumble bees, honey bee and other solitary bees?’ ‘I am going home to light my
candle and remember my day, thank you.’
We took an astounding £320 We made a huge impact on everyone who came to the stand. We
made new contacts and links. One massive success.
A BIG THANK YOU go to everyone for either visiting us, assisting or contributing in any way
shape or form (even Emma’s mum’s cake and Fizz ala Martin were greatly appreciated at the end
of the afternoon). It was an amazing experience, thoroughly enjoyed by all. Tired but happy.
Here’s to next year, the 205th Show. Please come and join us, get involved and get a buzz.....
PS Even a lone honeybee came to see us at the end of the day. It was a sign!
Thank you

Join the MOB ????
Pick up points for the coach to Social evening at Skipton Golf Club
Otley Post Office
Menston Kirklands
Burley Red Lion
Ilkley main car park
Addingham Memorial Hall
To book a place, contact Colin Pack osscobler@sky.com, 01943 467097.
If the coach is full, the cost will be less than £5 each, (with bookings so far from the MOB, it is
currently £10).

Web site
Take a look at your web site at www.wharfedalebka.org.uk

Sue Dixon

Tarn Moor Update
This WBKA apiary site has three and half thousand bushes planted by young offenders, a project
led by Simon Croker. The area is surrounded by bee friendly hedges,fruit trees and fruit bushes
such as apple, raspberry etc. A stone seating area with a bench dedicated to the memory of John
Fisher, the former treasurer, overlooks a wonderful WBKA mosaic. Surrounding fields will
eventually be planted with bee friendly plants like clover.
A group of members formed a working party (or just a party) in August to clear the ground which
surrounds the new planting. It was an enjoyable day ending with a picnic at the site. However there
is still more to do folks!
For those of you who have never been and wish to visit the apiary or maybe put your bees there,
Tarn Moor is situated off the Grassington Road from Skipton. Take the first right after the Craven
Arms pub, Brackenley Lane, and then immediately right again into the Woodland Burial garden.
Our apiary is at the end of the track past the burial ground.
Toni Killingray

WBKA welcomes new members
Sue Hobson , Addingham Moorside

Ray Clarkson, Silsden

Andrew Worger, Skipton

Dean Myers, Guiseley

Jonathan Lawes, Hawkeswick

Amanda Jones, Clapham

increasing levels of buzz buzz from the apiary. Over the next 3 hours, I had 3 separate swarms,
having to recover them from the oak tree and a fence post and re-house them in the nuc boxes
that had been empty for about 30 minutes. The last swarm going in my last remaining brood box.
For a brief time, I was up to 11 colonies but in placing one of the swarms in the apiary they
slowly left their new home after consuming the stores I fed them.
In July, even when temperatures soared to nearly 30C, the BeeCosies were left on to provide
insulation from the hot conditions. To test this approach, on one particularly hot day, I took off a
BeeCosy, returned an hour later and measured the temperature with a surface thermometer on
the hot metal roof at 52C! By leaving the BeeCosies on I hoped to slow down the build-up of
excessive heat in the hive at midday, increase average night time temperatures and so flatten out
the temperature extremes we were experiencing.
Chris Wray

Tips for entries for the Halsall Trophy and Honey Show
A brief guide to sample selection
The object of the exercise is to show off your honey in the best way you can – and often this takes
time to achieve.
Presentation – in well made “squat” (standard) 1lb jars, sparklingly clean (rinse aid was made with
this in mind) with new gold caps.
Class (Clear honeys) – if it isn’t very Light, and it isn’t pretty Dark, it is Medium.

For Sale

Heather – if you can spin it out, it ain’t Heather

Stainless steel honey extractor.
It is a four frame tangential manual extractor . £60 o.n.o.

Granulated – a natural total set in the jar

Contact Toni Killingray 01943 865749 or 07790409311

Creamed is granulated honey lightly warmed and stirred to break up the crystal structure.
What the judge will be looking for:-

WBKA Equipment for Members

Know your Judge. Ivor goes for taste above all, Peter, our previous judge, went more for clarity.

After 16th September, if you wish to hire any of the equipment that WBKA has available please
drop me an email at WBKAequipment@gmail.com with the following information: Which item(s)
you wish to hire, when and for how long. Also your full contact details plus which group within
WBKA you belong to. If your need is urgent you can call me on 07762643336.
I will check that the kit is available and let you know where to collect it from (in the vast majority
of cases it will be at Tarn Moor) and where to pick up the key. I will let the key holder know to
expect a visit and if there is a hire charge you will need to send David Bartlett a cheque.

Clear honeys should not show any granulation (look at it with a torch) and should not have any
floaters (impurities or bubbles), the latter on the top surface either which should be mirror like.
Heather honey should be capable of carrying a good bubble (which should be evenly distributed)
and should not show any granulation.
Granulated: in the granulation process, impurities fall to the bottom. The underside should not
show any black specks. Granulation should be fine and it is best if it does not show ‘frosting’.

Once you have finished with the kit and have returned it please let me know and I will mark it as
available for hire again.
Ray Finlayson

Note: BBKA rules state that clear and heather honeys must be from 2013 vintage, but granulated
and creamed have no such stipulation.
Peter Longbottom

The equipment list is also on the WBKA web site www.wharfedalebka.org.

More information on what the judge is looking for can be found on the BBKA web site.

Eds

Eds

WBKA Equipment for members’ use

BeeCosies help 4 colonies grow to 10!
Going into Winter 2012, I had four colonies, two on double broods, one on a brood and a half and
one on a single brood. One of the doubles was on a solid floor, the rest on open mesh floors
(OMF) for which I leave the trays in to reduce the effect of cold wind and damp from beneath the
hive.
All had been fitted with a BeeCosy in late September to encourage the take up of sugar feed as
temperatures dropped. Weighing in late October confirmed that store levels were okay.
As we know, winter 2012 was particularly difficult due to a poor wet summer, poor conditions for
queen-rearing and harsh cold conditions from December to March. Apart from weekly weighing
for stores, however, I left all hives closed until mid-Feb when they were given home-made sugar
candy.
All colonies were developing well in March despite the high losses that were beginning to be
reported around the country and so I decided 2013 would be the year of increase!
I left all BeeCosies on as temperatures increased in spring, to encourage brood rearing. By the end
of May, all four colonies were developing strongly so on 2 June I split one of the double brood
hives which was so well established that it was likely to have a queen cell or two developing.
On 2 June I made up a new hive with one of the brood boxes and placed this about 2 metres from
the old hive position hoping the queen was in the brood box I had moved from the old hive.
The same day, I also made up two frame splits from the brood and a half and the other double by
taking five frames from each and placing these in two nucs. These five frames comprised a mix of
nectar and pollen stores, emerging brood, new brood and a frame with a developing queen cell.
The nuc entrances were sealed with tape peppered with small air-holes for airflow and left in a
dark room in a barn for 3 days to encourage queen-rearing.
On the morning of day four, the nucs were moved outside and left to acclimatise. Over the next
three weeks they were fed the occasional sugar syrup when conditions were poor and I prayed for
good weather, the emergence of a queen and a few warm days to encourage successful mating.
Weather was good at the end of June and both nucs appeared to be queen right so further feeding
was done to encourage the colonies to develop quickly as the delayed June gap was upon us.
I continued to leave BeeCosies on all hives and thought that I might with careful management now
be up to seven colonies!
In mid-June I prepared a spare hive just in case there was a swarm whilst I was away on business
and Anna (wife) had to deal with the event alone! Sure enough on 25 June whilst I was away I
received my dreaded text whilst in a meeting “Swarm. Phone now”. With limited input from me
over the phone Anna recovered a large prime swarm from an oak tree near to the apiary.
Panic over. I thought. But then the next day, again in a meeting, anther text arrived “Call me asap.
ReSwarm!” The large colony had decided to return to the same spot on the old oak tree. Anna
again recovered them and when I returned home due to the size of the swarm we added another
brood box and fed copious amounts of sugar syrup to encourage them to stay in their new home!
At the end of June, the two nucs were large enough to move to single brood boxes and a few new
brood frames made up just in case they were needed. I sat down briefly for 10 minutes and heard

ITEM

NUMBER

SIZE/DESCRIPTION

HIRE FEE £

Gaezebo , sides & ground bar

1

3x4.5m

10

3x3m

10

Gaezebo , sides, anchor

1

Gazebo weighted feet

4

With above

Old gazebo

1

2

Folding table

2

Retro chairs plastic

6

2

Pa address system + stand

1

10

“A” boards for flip charts

2

2

Burco boiler + gas

1

Frame cleaning

2

Tangenital extractor (manual)

1

3 frame

3

Radial extractor electric

1

9 frame radial supers or 3 frame tangenital brood frame

3

Old tangential extractor

1

3 frame

3

New honey press

1

3

Old honey press

1

3

79.5x9x9.95 cms

Laminator

2

2

Microscope

1

Compound

10

Microscope

1

Dissecting

10

Banner

2

2m

Free

Old WBKA sign

1

Wooden

Free

Box of exhibition items

1

Free

Virtual hive

1

Free

Observation hive

1

Free

Mini observation hive

1

Free

1/4 scale hive

1

Skep

2

Strimmer

1

Solar wax extractor

1

(Also one permanently at Carter’s Lane Apiary)

Free

Observer smocks

10

Assorted sizes

Free

Burco boiler + gas

1

Potable uses

Free

Free
Small/demo, full size

Free
Free

The WBKA AGM and The Honey Show
24th October Bolton Abbey Village Hall
The WBKA holds both these important meetings in one evening to give members the opportunity
to elect and meet the officers of the association, hear the treasurer’s annual report, review the past
year’s events, offer suggestions for the following year’s programme and enter their honey and
wax products into the honey competition.

Annual General Meeting Wharfedale Beekeepers’ Association
To be held at Bolton Abbey Village Hall 7.30pm Thursday October 24th
AGENDA
1. Apologies
2. Minutes of the Annual general Meeting held on 25th October 2012.

The AGM is a short meeting with refreshments afterwards before we move through to hear the
results of the honey competition. Members of the committee are willing to stand for re-election
with the exception of Simon Croker, Chairman and Peter Longbottom who wishes to resign from
his role as Membership Secretary but would like to undertake the position of Education
Co-ordinator which will be a new and separate role from the Membership Secretary. We are
therefore seeking nominations for Membership Secretary. Also there are vacancies for committee
members without portfolio.

3. Matters arising from the minutes

We are grateful to Ivor Flatman, the regional inspector, who judges the honey show entries. He
explains in detail the criteria by which he judges each winning item. Even those experienced
honey, comb, wax and cake makers find out something new and interesting each year. His
comments are helpful and constructive, adding to the enjoyment of the evening.

"There shall be a President, Vice-Presidents, Chairman and an Executive Committee consisting
of the Chairman, the President (ex-officio), the Hon Secretary and the Hon Treasurer and up to
six ordinary members to be elected at the Annual General Meeting who shall be variously
appointed Voting Delegate to YBKA, Editor of "Combings" and Librarian"

Read the enclosed flyer which lists all the classes you can enter. All the points are counted for 1 st
place (3 points), 2nd (2 points), 3rd (1 point) and then added up to give the winner of the
Wharfedale Cup. Only the ‘Honey for Sale’ class, the cake and the photograph do not count
towards the cup. For the first time this year, the Geoff Halsall Trophy will be awarded. This
Trophy is to recognise the contribution that Geoff has made to WBKA as trainer, mentor and
President of the Association. This trophy, the Wharfedale Cup, the Novice Trophy and best in
Show are presented at the November Social Evening.

The proposed amended clause is

The Halsall Trophy
In honour of Geoff Halsall’s 50+ years of service to beekeeping, most of them with WBKA, an
inter-Group competition has been inaugurated in his name.

4. Honorary Secretary's report
5. Honorary treasurer's report
6. YBKA delegate report
7. Amendment to Constitution - to amend the wording of the clause on Office Bearers. The existing clause states:-

“There shall be a President, Vice-Presidents, Chairman and an Executive Committee consisting
of the Chairman, the President (ex-officio), the Hon Secretary, the Hon Treasurer, the Education
Officer and up to six ordinary members to be elected at the Annual General Meeting who shall
variously be appointed as Voting Delegate to YBKA and appointed as or responsible for the
Editor of "Combings," the Librarian, the Membership Secretary, the Equipment Co-ordinator and
any other officers agreed by the committee".
8. Election of Officers, to include the appointment of a new Chairman.
9. Programme for 2014

For 2013, the Halsall Trophy will require separate from entries from those in the Wharfedale Cup
competition but judged contemporaneously. The trophy will be awarded to the WBKA Group
which scores most points according to the following rules:
Each Group will enter up to 3 jars of different honeys from the customary class list of Light,
Medium, Dark, Heather and Set (or creamed).
The specification for the presentation of the samples will be all as per the WBKA Honey Show
requirements.
Each sample must be produced and prepared by one individual Full member and no member shall
contribute more than one sample.
The Honey judge will mark each sample out of 10 points (10 being County Show standard). No
entry, no points. The Group scoring most points will awarded the trophy for 1 year. In the event of
a tie, the Group with the highest individual mark will win. In the event of there being no clear
winner, the judge will award a bonus point at his or her discretion.

Honey Cake Recipe for the Honey Show
5oz butter
6oz honey
2 eggs

4oz soft brown sugar
1 tablespoon water
7oz self raising flour

Put the butter, sugar, honey and water in a saucepan. Melt and stir on low heat.
Cool until hand hot.
Beat eggs in, one at a time.
Add all the flour, beat until smooth.
Put in a lined, greased 8” (20cm) round tin.
Bake at 180C for 30-35 mins.
Place on a paper plate, cover with polythene bag and bring it along to the Honey Show.

